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lewis fried between 1945 and 1950 the menorah journal embarked on its most perilous intellectual struggle.'
under henry hurwitz's editorship, the magazine attempted to redefine, if not invent, a judaism for postwar the
other new york jewish intellectuals - muse.jhu - henry hurwitz: editor, gadfly, dreamer ira eisenstein ... in
1915, the menorah journal was launched.4 the impressive format and contents of this first issue presaged the
extraordinary career of this magazine. never before had a culti-vated and eloquent presentation of judaism
been made on the level . rare books and manuscripts division accession sheet - rare books and
manuscripts division accession sheet location annex j-1-1/3 {i] title koppel s. pinson. papers ... jewish history
publications, the menorah journal and other organizations. there is substantial correspondence with hans kohn
(authority on nationalism) ... (daughter of benedetto croce), henry hurwitz, alvin johnson and paul klapper ...
between the diaspora and zion: cecil roth and his american ... - oxford dissertation was a study of
sixteenth century florence.8 still roth and the intercollegiate menorah society’s chancellor, henry hurwitz had
something fundamental in common: their mutual understanding of the importance of history to the continuity
of jewish life. the menorah society was founded at eisig silberschlag papers - pdf.oaclib - fischel, henry
forster-nietsche, elisabeth friedman, nathan fuchs, esther box 7 gale-green physical description: 19.0 folders ...
the picture at menorah journal: making 'jewish art' - the readership of menorah journal found these
artworks important. for example, in 1940 a letter to hurwitz from the counselor to jewish students at columbia
university, rabbi isidor b. hoffman, describes the impact of menorah journal’s art coverage: 10. henry hurwitz,
menorah journal 37 (1949): n.p. 11. box folder 8 10 hurwitz is off the track. friedman's ... - henry
hurwitz in u. s. jewish eommunity as part 01. their . own "menorah journal"' on "israel, suzerainty, what now'!".
6, and finally a call to the liberals the menorah journal seems . to . be . oc . israel to "lilt up their voices"
against fiehting . 10 . stay alive, and hurwitz be-the . machinations of . the . state. creating hebraism,
confronting hellenism: the menorah ... - menorah movement,a 1914 volume edited by henry hurwitz (the
lifelong editor of the menorah journal ) and i. leo sharfman, discussed the history, purpose, and activities of the
young menorah movement. the ser-charlap family newsletter - avotaynu online - david lyon hurwitz
retired from a career of research and writing on business subjects and is completing an index to the contents
of the menorah journal, which was edited for some forty-six years starting in 1915 by his father, the late henry
hurwitz (4049). between the diaspora and zion: cecil roth and his american ... - the jir introduced him
to henry hurwitz, the chancellor of the intercollegiate menorah society and editor of the menorah journal. in
1927 hurwitz asked roth to consider writing a series of articles that would demonstrate that the jews fhave
been an integral part of western civilization_, and therefore by extension american history. hurwitz also
elusive trilling - springer - elusive trilling when lionel trilling ... trilling began publishing in 1925 in elliot
cohen's and henry hurwitz's menorah journal, the monthly publication of the menorah society, whose broad
purpose was the formation of a non-sectarian, humanist, and progressive jewish consciousness in america. but
communal - welcome to ajc archives - made by henry hurwitz in menorah journal of autumn, 1949, in
which hurwitz advocated the establishment of a jewish assembly consisting of repre- sentatives of the religious
congregations. the massachusetts review, inc. - wikimedia commons - the massachusetts review, inc.
front matter reviewed work(s): ... the massachusetts review, with a note by david r. clark 19 june rain '72, a
poem by robert tucker 24 ... henry hurwitz, the menorah journal, and the last years of an american romance,
by lewis fried 283
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